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Shopping at Qatar Duty Free
is a pleasant and relaxing experience.

Qatar Duty Free offers a wide assortment
of duty free products across various categories.
A key part of our strategy is to offer something
for every passenger profile and to make
duty free shopping a memorable experience.
Our friendly multi-national staff members are
trained to assist you at all times and ensure
good customer service.
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Introduction

Facing and
overcoming
challenge
Our industry is rarely without
challenge, but how we deal with
the problems that often face our
business is not always obvious. This
morning’s conference promises
a fascinating and inspiring mix of
presentations from keynote speakers who have faced and overcome
major challenges – and I am anticipating that our own challenge
will be fitting everyone into
the auditorium!
After the traditional opening address
from our President Erik JuulMortensen, we welcome three highly
distinguished guests to the stage; none
more so than Olympic athlete Lord
Sebastian Coe, Chairman of the British
Olympic Association and responsible
for organising the Olympic Games.
London 2012 has been declared one of
the most successful Olympic Games of
all time, but during preparation Lord
Coe faced many challenges – how he
overcame these will provide lessons
for businesses large and small.
Very different, but equally massive
challenges, were faced by our next
speaker – Willie Walsh, CEO International Airlines Group. Not only did he
oversee the merger of British Airways
and Iberia, a feat in its own right, but
he also took Aer Lingus from nearbankruptcy post-September 11 2001
to profit within three years, during one
of the toughest periods in the history
of aviation. Our last speaker will, I
am sure, provoke some debate among
delegates. Author, social strategist
and consultant John Gerzema is an
expert on how consumers behave…
his discussion on the rise of feminine
values in today’s world and how that
is changing consumer behaviour
promises to be fascinating.
In addition to Monday’s conference we
also have two must-attend breakfast
workshops this coming week, starting with an Inflight Focus on Tuesday.
Three inflight experts – Brigitte Wolf
of Lufthansa WorldShop, Jean-Luc
Chassigneux of Dutyfly Solutions and
Stuart McGuire, Scorpio Worldwide,
will look at how airlines are battling for
business against competition not just
from ground shops but online shopping.
It’s a tough world in the skies these
days – so just what can be done to
maintain and grow inflight sales?
On Wednesday our Market Watch: The
CIVETS takes a look at the markets
which economists believe will drive
the next wave of economic growth:

www.tfwa.com

Colombia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Egypt,
Turkey and South Africa, with a
particular focus on Indonesia and
Turkey. Speakers will include regular
contributor Peter Harbison, CAPA;
Kadir Ishakoglu of Setur Servis Turistik and Agility Research & Strategy
Managing Director Amrita Banta.
For anyone doing business in these
regions – or planning to – this really is
a must-attend event.
Preparations are also well underway
for the forthcoming MEADFA Conference in Doha next month. The first
since the association officially broadened its scope to include the duty
free & travel retail industry in Africa,
the Doha conference programme will
not only reflect this, but also feature
contributions from many of the companies driving growth in the dynamic
Middle East region. If you haven’t yet
registered, there is still time, so do not
miss out on this great regional event.
Conferences provide a huge amount
of information for delegates – much of
which is based on research. Providing
our members with credible, actionable consumer research is one of the
foundations of TFWA and we continue
to work with leading research companies to produce worthwhile reports
focusing on consumer buying trends.
Among recent studies made available
to TFWA members is the Japanese
International Travellers: Trends and
Shopping Behaviour study by Japan
Tourism Marketing Co (JTM) – essential
reading for anyone with an interest in this vital travel retail market.
And we are currently working on two
major research projects, which will be
published in coming weeks – watch
this space!
I hope that this week’s Conference and
Workshops programme will interest,
inspire and motivate. If you have any
suggestions for future events, please
do not hesitate to contact me; we are
always looking for the next bright idea!

welcome message

Members’ benefits in Cannes
TFWA Lounge
(Golden Village, Level 1)
The executive facilities offer enhanced
comfort and an extensive range of services.
• Internet
• Private bar and lounge area
(complimentary drinks and snacks)
• International press
• Massage service

Benefit from a 20% discount on this
on-site video & photo service to help
publicise your presence at TFWA World
Exhibition and keep a record of your stand.
Contact: cmaprod@free.fr for the video
films or mail@nathalie-oundjian.com for
the photo service.

Dedicated concierge service:

Recruitment service

•
•
•
•

(Mediterranean Village, Level 0)
Find quality candidates through our
recruitment partners BeThe1.
Please contact François Bouyer, T: +33 6
12 38 80 61 or contact@BeThe1.com

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reservations for restaurants and trips
Local tourism information
Catering for private events
Car rental, travel service, taxi booking
service
Car hire without chauffeur
Private jet transport
Travel ticket modifications
Gift and flower delivery
Errand running/problem solving
Babysitters
Boat hire

Kindly supported by:

A part of the
exhibition &
business services

(Level 1, open to all delegates)
Well-Being Lounge (Level 1)
Kindly supported by:

Nail bar
Kindly supported by:

Business Centre
Service Desks (Hotel, The Scene &
Le Premium Evening)

Thom Rankin
Vice-President Conferences
& Research, TFWA

Professional photos/
video film of your stand

In front of the Palais
Luggage Service (Registration Pavilion)
The Beach Restaurant (Beach Village)

The Beach
Restaurant
Location: the Beach Village
Enjoy the relaxed surroundings of
this fabulous restaurant located
in the Beach Village. Boasting an
enviable setting with sea views, it
offers a varied and reasonably priced
menu, providing an ideal lunch venue
throughout the week.

Free Wi-Fi
service
TFWA is delighted
to offer a free Wi-Fi
service inside the
Palais des Festivals.
Please connect to the ‘2013 TFWA’ Wi-Fi
network, launch your web browser and
follow the instructions. The login is your
family name, and the password is your
badge number. Technical support is available at a dedicated desk (Viapass) during
exhibition hours on Level 1, Red Village.
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opening cocktail
Last night’s Opening Cocktail at the Carlton Hotel was a night of glitz and glamour,
champagne and fireworks, heralding a perfect start to the week.
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01 Colm McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman, Dubai
Duty Free; Breeda McLoughlin; Saba Tahir, Vice President
Purchasing; Sean Stanton, Vice President Operations; and
Sharon Beecham, Manager Purchasing, all Dubai Duty Free;
Carmel Horan; and George Horan, President, Dubai Duty Free.
02 Ray Bevelander, Sales Support; Maartje Cremers,
Human Resources; and Desy Berndsen, Account Manager
Travel Retail, all Promotion Partners; Katharina Walters,
Area Manager; and Gloria Dix, Area Manager, both La
Prairie; and Lola Perez, President, Unique Luxury Goods.

02

opening cocktail

03 Sarah Branquinho, Business Relations and
External Affairs Director, World Duty Free Group;
Erik Juul-Mortensen, President, TFWA; Barbara
Rihl, Owner and Designer, Barbara Rihl; and Peggy
McGratty, Finance Director; Jessica McGrattySinger, Brand Manager; and Richard McGratty,
Managing Director, all McG Consultants Ltd.

01

04 Hazel Wong, Senior Buyer; Kristie Tsang, Senior
Buyer; Teresa Li, Department Director (General
Merchandise); Sunil Tuli, Managing Director Travel
Retail and Duty Free; Karli Cheng, Management
Trainee; and Antares Cheng, Group Managing Director,
all King Power Group; Maxime Elgue, Chief Executive
Officer, Agatha; and Judy Yan, Personal Assistant
to Group Managing Director, King Power Group.
05 Joanna Kamarinopoulos, PR Manager, Karelia; Gebr.
Heinemann’s Harry Diehl; Cendrine Pons; Guy Le Bars; Méryl
Le Bars; and Olivier Le Bars, all Ets PONS; and Colette Mazin,
Marketing Manager, Interparcos.

06 Gerdine Steppenbelt, Buying Manager, Gerzon; and Thom
Rankin, Vice President Conferences and Research, TFWA.

03

07 William Motta; Alberto Motta, President, International
Association of Airport Duty Free Stores; Loraine Motta; and
Faisal Hammoud, President & CEO, Monalisa International.
08 Alain Bonardo, Managing Director, Bonardo Travel Retail
(second from left), and family, celebrate his 31st and last year
in duty free as he prepares to retire.

04

09 Anil Menon, Sales Manager – Travel Retail, Arabian
Marketing Corporation; Jacob Chacko, Business Development
Director, Montegrappa Italia; Aquillha Stephen, Managing
Director; and Alwyn Stephen, President & CEO, both Beauty
Contact; Siddarth Kumar and Deepti Kumar, both Pashma.
10 Katja Santala, Senior Key Account Manager, Fazer Brands
International; Julian Mullins, Travel Retail Director, Pandora;
Aran Turner, International Customer Service Manager; and
David Butler, Head of Sales, both Clogau; Maria Højgaard,
Marketing Manager, Group Export and Travel Retail; Andrea
Lancaster, VM Training; and Marianne Jensen, Travel Retail
Regional Sales Manager Group Export, all Pandora.

05
06

11 Marta Bonometti, Travel Retail Key Account;
Silvia Santin, Travel Retail Key Account; and Alessia
Walter, Trade Marketing, all Giorgio Armani.

08

07
09

10

11

www.tfwa.com
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A brand new
challenge
A reminder that this year’s conference –
themed ‘A brand new challenge’ – takes place
this morning. Delegates will hear from a
distinguished line-up of high profile speakers,
each with fascinating case studies to share that
will resonate far beyond their respective fields.
Monday 21 October, 09:00-11:30
Grand Auditorium (Level 1),
Palais des Festivals
Complimentary access to all badge holders
Erik Juul-Mortensen, TFWA President, will open the conference with his
traditional state of the industry address.
He will highlight the latest data on current
industry performance, while also exploring how new market dynamics are creating new challenges for the duty free and
travel retail industry.
Lord Sebastian Coe, Olympic athlete,
Chairman of the British Olympic Association and former Chairman of the London

Organising Committee for the Olympic
Games, will deliver what promises to
be an inspirational keynote address.
Lord Coe has made a hugely successful career from overcoming seemingly
insurmountable obstacles to success.
He will address the various challenges
involved in bringing to fruition an
extremely complex business plan,
resulting in an unforgettable experience for thousand of visitors and
spectators around the world.
Willie Walsh, Chief Executive
Officer, International Airlines Group,
is one of the most influential figures
in the aviation industry. He presided

EXHIBITOR EVENTS

over the merger of British Airways
and Iberia, and is responsible for
plotting the airlines’ future course.
Formerly the CEO of Aer Lingus, he led
the airline from near bankruptcy to a
nine-figure profit within three years.
Walsh will share his vision for the
travel industry as it continues to face
economic, regulatory and environmental challenges.
John Gerzema, Author, Social
Strategist and Consultant, promises
to challenge our current notions of
the consumer of luxury goods today.
Through books such as The Post-Crisis
Consumer and The Athena Doctrine:

Lord Sebastian Coe, Olympic athlete,
Chairman of the British Olympic
Association and former Chairman of the
London Organising Committee for the
Olympic Games, will address the various
challenges involved in bringing to fruition
an extremely complex business plan.

How Women (And The Men Who Think
Like Them) Will Rule the Future, he has
analysed the behaviour of consumers
across the world to help companies
and brands adapt to new trends. He will
explore perceptions of luxury today, and
discuss how the rise of feminine values
explained in The Athena Doctrine is
changing consumer behaviour.

TFWA and the
City of Cannes:
Working to
keep you
safe
Recent reports in the international press about
thefts in Cannes underline the need for vigilance
by visitors to TFWA World Exhibition, as well as
by residents and local businesses.
The City of Cannes has taken a proactive
stance on security, setting up a committee to
provide a single point of contact for advice and
communication between the authorities at local
and national level, including the police, and the
luxury sector in Cannes.
In reality, Cannes remains a safe place in which
to live and work. The latest statistics show
crime falling in the city, with around 9% fewer
incidents between January and September of
this year versus 2012. Street crime is dropping
at an even faster rate, down by almost 17% over
the same period.
For many years, TFWA has worked with the
City of Cannes and the Palais des Festivals to
improve security at and around its events here.
Nonetheless, TFWA Managing Director Alain
Maingreaud underlines that a common-sense
approach remains the best precaution: “It’s really
a question of being sensible – for example by not
leaving your smartphone clearly visible on a café
table while you talk to a neighbour, or by keeping
any other personal belongings out of sight.” With
a little prudence, you can ensure your stay in
Cannes is as trouble-free as it is productive.

8 – TFWA DAILY
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Redefining
luxury
Gerzema will share the results
from his book, The Athena Doctrine,
which is based on a study of 64,000
people and case studies from
around the world. The research
reveals that there is a paradigm
shift in the way people view leadership, and that what they define as
traditionally feminine skills and
competences are in the ascendant.
“My talk will not only focus on what
this means for global leaders, but also
the implications for consumers and
marketers,” he said. “From travellers
in fast-growing markets to mobility and
Millennial values, the definition of luxury
is rapidly evolving. I run a global survey of
consumer sentiment called Brand Asset
Valuator and I’ll briefly share some of
our data at the end of my talk about our
learning on new luxury.”
Gerzema’s research on The Athena
Doctrine indicates that skills that are
increasingly valued in leadership today
are empathy, collaboration, selflessness
and connectedness. “We saw this directly
translate to consumer behaviour,” he
explained. “Many of the business leaders
we met with thought their success could

Gerzema’s research on The Athena Doctrine
indicates that skills that are increasingly valued in
leadership today are empathy, collaboration,
selflessness and connectedness.

Azur Hélicoptère, as an official partner of
TFWA World Exhibition, is offering special
discounted rates to all participants. Scheduled
return flights (every 30 minutes) will operate
between Nice Airport and the city of Cannes.

One way trip:

TFWA LinkedIn
Group
TFWA has launched a LinkedIn Group, which
is an ideal place to go for the latest news on
TFWA World Exhibition. Join the TFWA Group.

www.tfwa.com

John Gerzema, Author, Social Strategist and
Consultant, promises to deliver a truly thoughtprovoking address to Monday’s Conference,
in which he will challenge current notions of
the consumer of luxury goods today. He gave a
brief insight to Ross Falconer.
be attributed to the connection they established with their customers. We met with
Katie Mowat, founder of Grannies, Inc, a
knitwear company with a twist. Customers choose not only the product they
purchase, but also the granny that will
knit it. At the core of their idea is empathy
and legacy. Their tagline is ‘There’s
Wisdom in The Wool’.”
Data gathered from this research
shows that brands that are inclusive of
feminine values – or skew feminine in
their brand imagery – have greater usage
and preference by consumers. “We’ll
unpack implications around what we see
as the ‘Feminine Age’ and how the most
innovative people are breaking away from
traditional, more masculine structures
to inspire innovation and progress in
their companies, brands and culture,”
concluded Gerzema.

Helicopter
service

By Transfer
• Minimum 3 persons with luggage:
€99/person (+ €15 tax per person)
• Minimum 2 persons with cabin
luggage: €99/person (+ €15 tax per
person)

conference preview

For reservations, please contact:
7/7 booking: +33 (0)4 93 90 40 70
After 7 PM 7/7: +33 (0)6 84 53 55 82
Email: infos@azurhelico.com
Website: www.azurhelico.com

WiT meeting tomorrow
A reminder that this year’s Women in Travel
(WiT) meeting takes place tomorrow from
17:30 to 19:00 on Level 1, near the Business
Centre and Hotels Desk at the Palais des
Festivals. WiT is this year working with Hong
Kong based NGO ‘A Drop of Life’ to raise
funds to bring water to remote communities
in northern China. The aim at tomorrow’s
meeting is to raise enough funds to build
multiple water cellars providing water for
one or two households (each costs less
than €300), or if HK$520,000 can be raised
it would pay for a water dam – sufficient
to supply one whole village. To date
HK$180,000 has been raised through generous donations from many individuals and
from King Power Group (Hong Kong).
“It’s a great opportunity for women in
the duty free and travel retail industry to
exchange news, views and experiences
and all are welcome,” said WiT founder
Sarah Branquinho.
As usual funds will be raised through a

business card prize draw with products
being donated by participants at TFWA
World Exhibition this year. Bacardi is
generously donating to the WiT fund
raising meeting a masterpiece from Baron
Otard – the Fortis & Fidelis – which has a
retail value of US$4,600.
“We are always overwhelmed by the
generosity of both exhibitors and visitors
to Cannes with the fantastic prizes that are
donated,” added Gerry Munday. “As usual,
although the WiT meeting is a women-only
event, we do hope that tickets will be
purchased by everyone (so that means men
too!) in order to raise as many funds as
possible. Prizes will either be drawn or bid
for through a silent auction.”
Exhibitors are
asked to deliver
donations to the
Furla stand (Bay
Village Bay 15) by
15:00 tomorrow.
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initiative was an incredible success and within two years Charlotte had helped
revitalize over 6,000 farms in Ghana, providing food security for over 25,000 people.
Charlotte has inspired leaders in their fields to make a difference by persuading
them to create original artworks. The Whatever It Takes collection “Symbols of
hope for the 21st Century” is drawn by leaders in the worlds of fashion, film,
television, music and sport. The signed artwork donated by each Leader is his or her
original work, and has been donated for the exclusive use of the Whatever It Takes

Whatever it takes is a unique artwork campaign launched by the 21st

campaign. This has involved people as diverse as David Bowie, Nicole Kidman,
George Clooney and Ozzy Osbourne. These artworks are used to create

Century Leaders foundation. Whatever It Takes was borne from the idea that a group

merchandise to be sold to raise funds. She also aims to inspire informed debate on

of influential individuals brought together can help to affect great change. To meet

global issues such as poverty alleviation, fair trade, HIV/AIDS orphans and the

this assignment, the 21st Century Leaders Foundation was set up and the Whatever It

protection of the environment.

Takes campaign was launched.
Beauty Contact is the worldwide licensee for “Whatever it takes” Fragrances. The
The evolution of the brand took place in the year 2005, by Charlotte Di Vita M.B.E, a

company has committed to raise a minimum of $175,000 for the 21st Century

Goodwill Ambassador for Nelson Mandela Children’s Fund. She has been described as

Leader foundation over a 3 year period of which $70,000 has already been

a “compassionate capitalist” and she is an inspiration to many. She felt the urge for this

contributed to the Foundation through sales of the fragrances.This amount has

initiation, after falling ill during a trip to Ghana, realizing the severe conditions of the

already been allocated to UNICEF and S.A.F.E. Beauty Contact has successfully

locals affected due to drought. Shocked and moved by their plight, Charlotte

designed and launched the fragrances of “whatever it takes” with exceptional high

commissioned local craftsmen to carve 800 wooden pendants which she sold on her

quality and designs of the products. They have also met the charity’s ethical and eco

return to the UK. The profits were returned to the Ghanaian communities. The

supply chain standards achieving packaging made from 100% FSC (Forest

WHATEVER IT TAKES WOULD LIKE TO THANK BEAUTY CONTACT TRADING LLC FOR COMMITTING TO RAISE A MINIMUM
CENTURY LEADERS, FOR SELECTED PROJECTS IN SUPPORT OF KEY GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT CAUSES - POVERTY ALLEVIA
Copyright @2013 21st Century Leaders and Trade

TM

Lucy Liu is an Ambassador for UNICEF
and focuses her philanthropic
endeavours for the plight of children in
developing countries. Lucy is extremely
active in the support of many children’s
charities and is also an exhibited artist .
Lucy creates artworks of her own and
sells these at auctions to raise funds for
her favourite children’s charities, which
include UNICEF.

Stewardship council) certified card. Beauty Contact is focused on creating six
different fragrances each year incorporating the artworks donated by artists. The
existing line of fragrances feature artworks donated by Daniel Craig, George
Clooney and Lucy Liu, with plans to launch fragrances with artworks donated by
Cold play, Michael Bublé, and Amy Winehouse within the next quarter.
The crown sellers at this point of time are the Whatever It Takes designer gift mugs
with artworks designed by Sir Roger Moore, Pierce Brosnan, Phil Collins, John
Travolta, Whoopi Goldberg, Sir Paul McCartney, Paloma Picasso, Nicole Kidman,

George Clooney created his fantastic
cartoon on the 24th of November 2003
while he was acting in and producing the
film Syriana, which brought to his attention
the need for “peace by any means” in this
region. That is the symbolism and reason
for his message of hope. The drawing itself
depicts a Muslim, a Christian and a Jew as
friends and in peace, together with children
and most important, Deputy Dog and
Danger Mouse!!

David Bowie, Sir Michael and Lady Shakira Caine, Ronnie Wood, Ozzy Osbourne,
Penelope Cruz, Morgan Freeman, George Clooney, Coldplay, Samuel L Jackson,
Susan Sarandon, and Heidi Klum, which are the charity’s most consistent product,
selling successfully in all 38 of our markets since 2006. In March this year, the
foundation also launched an incredibly successful collection of Whatever It Takes
wines, including Brut-Cava, Young White, Young Rose, Shiraz, Tempranillo, and
Cabernet Sauvignon. The Whatever It Takes celebrity range of wines has shot up to
be the charity’s best selling product, alongside its long standing number one
income generating range for the charity which are the Whatever It Takes Apple
accessory products, including iPhone covers, iPad covers, as well as Samsung
Galaxy S4 and Kindle covers, since spring 2013.

For an overview on Whatever it Takes and the charity initiatives conducted please visit
www.whateverittakes.org

M OF US$175,000, FROM THE SALE OF THIS FRAGRANCE COLLECTION FOR 21ST
ATION, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION AND THE PROTECTION OF CHILDREN.
e Plus Aid

Daniel Craig created his artwork at the
request of one of the charities that
Daniel Craig is most committed to,
which is Sponsored Arts for Education
known as S.A.F.E. His message is about
talking to create peace. As Daniel
created the artwork at the request of
his favourite charity, S.A.F.E., 21st
Century Leaders will donate $25,000 to
S.A.F.E. in funding for their work in
Kenya
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After hours

The social programme at TFWA World Exhibition provides many of the
highlights of the week. The Scene returns to Gare Maritime and features
a different DJ each night – tonight’s DJ is Kristof Tigran. Meanwhile, Le
Premium Evening takes place in a new location – Port Canto.
Monday 21 to Thursday 24
October, 22:00-02:00
Gare Maritime
Thursday 24 October,
19:30
Port Canto

The Scene returns to Gare
Maritime this year – its
quayside location next to
the Palais des Festivals.
Firmly established as the
DJ Kristof Tigran.

place to be seen after
hours, it provides a vibrant,
energetic ambience and is
always popular with those
keen to network and party.
This year will see a different
DJ perform in The Scene

each night – be sure not to
miss them.
Purchase your entry
tickets either at The Scene
desk (level 1, Palais des
Festivals) or directly at the
entrance.

29th Frontier Awards
Wednesday 23 October,
18:30-22:30
Hôtel Martinez

Dubai Duty Free,
which celebrates its
30th anniversary
in December, has
enjoyed a strong sales
performance for the
year-to-date.
Its sales for the first nine
months of 2013 were
US$1.27 billion – a +12%
increase year-on-year.
This also means that
Dubai Duty Free is on

• By invitation only
• Part of the Full
Delegate package
• Dress code: Black tie
• A shuttle service will
operate from all
major hotels

More than 450 key industry professionals will attend the awards
dinner and ceremony for a night of celebration aiming to recognise
outstanding examples of marketing, innovation and retail excellence.
• Dress code: Black tie • Ticket holders only

Make your reservation before 18:00 on Wednesday at the
dedicated Le Premium Evening desk, Level 1, Palais des Festivals.

Dubai Duty Free sales up
+12% heading into Q4
course for year-end sales
of US$1.8 billion.
“Dubai Duty Free has had
a very good year so far
and I have no doubt the

Dubai Duty Free’s sales in the first nine months of 2013
were up +12% year-on-year. Perfumes demonstrated
particularly strong growth of +17% to US$202 million.
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The stunning Le
Premium Evening
takes place in a new
location – waterside at the Port
Canto marina. The
theme this year is
“Rock and Chic”.
Guests will enjoy a
sumptuous dinner
prepared by three
French, Michelinstarred chefs

– Jacques Chibois
of La Bastide Saint
Antoine in Grasse
for the entrée,
Alain Llorca from
La Colle-sur-Loup
in Saint Paul de
Vence for the main
course, and François
Raimbault from
L’Oasis in Mandelieu
for the dessert.
This will be followed
by an unforgettable
performance from
successful rock
group Texas.

opening of Concourse A in
January has contributed
towards this. Located in
Terminal 3, Concourse
A is dedicated to the

Emirates A380 fleet and
is an absolutely fantastic
facility which provides
us with an additional
8,000sqm and brings

the total retail footprint
of Dubai Duty Free
to 26,000sqm across
the three terminals,”
commented Colm
McLoughlin, Executive Vice Chairman,
Dubai Duty Free.
Meanwhile, the expansion
programme in Terminal
2 is coming to a conclusion shortly. “We will
embark on a renovation
programme in Terminal
1 early next year and of
course we are opening a
2,500sqm retail space at
Al Maktoum International
Airport later this month,
so things are keeping us
busy,” added McLoughlin.
Strong growth was
recorded across all
terminals in the first nine
months of the year, while,
in terms of categories,

Perfumes, Liquor and
Gold retained the top
three positions. Perfumes
demonstrated particularly
strong growth of +17%
to US$202 million; Gold
sales rose by +9% to
US$124 million. Among
other categories performing well were the Watches
and Clocks category
which rose by 17%,
Cosmetics increased by
+17%, and Delicatessen
was up by +13%.
Looking ahead, the
30th anniversary day
on 20 December will
be memorable. It will
be marked by a 25%
discount on a wide
range of merchandise,
for what has become an
annual celebration for
all passengers travelling
through the airport.

www.tfwa.com
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01

02

Luxury
versus
Fashion

East and especially in Asia, since they
are the biggest buying group worldwide.
However, we are also seeing growth in
European countries, including throughout
Scandinavia and Eastern Europe, where
Aigner still has a lot of growth potential,”
explained Schwehm.
But to really understand how luxury and
fashion cues are distinct and how one
influences another, let’s look first at the
hallmarks of luxury for many a brand
available in global travel retail, and really

01 Aigner has a broad appeal globally; consumers
love the brand for its quality and heritage
combined with fantastic styling and both classic
and modern designs.
02 Lei Sun, spokesperson for Camus La Grande
Marque: “The Cuvée 5.150 is the best example
of luxury because with a limited edition of 1,492
decanters, this Cuvée is the guardian of secrets for
art-lovers and collectors alike.”
03 Champagne Lanson is positioned as “the perfect
Champagne for the celebration of success and
exceptional moments”, according to Edouard de
Boissieu, Export Manager at Champagne Lanson.

03

True luxury brands showcase authentic products
created with skilled craftsmanship using the
very highest quality materials. Luxury branding
is, as such, the ultimate reassurance for
discerning consumers. Jessica Mason reports.
Recently, high-society and fashion
brands have also begun courting
consumers with similar lifestyle
cues. Here, we explore the differences between the two, explaining
how to identify the hallmarks of
good quality, splendour and distinction above all else.
“Fashion, lifestyle and trends in general
have to be considered as the main sources
of inspiration for a brand,” said Bruno
Gils, Export Sales Manager at Caviar
Petrossian (Riviera Village RA3), pointing
out that anything that can “arouse interest
and desire” can “certainly guide or even
influence the habits of consumption.”
However, even though, according to
Gils, “the ‘trend-setters’ have become
an essential marketing target that has
to be listened to, watched and analysed
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carefully” there are others who believe
that true luxury brands are timeless and
do not bend to consumer trends. “Fashion
and lifestyle can change the patterns, and
can definitely influence the brand strategy,” commented Gils.
And at premium leather goods brand
Etienne Aigner (Yellow Village H35), there
is agreement. Laura Schwehm, Marketing
& PR International at Etienne Aigner, said:
“Luxury brands are very much influenced
by fashion & lifestyle products generally.
Indeed, they go hand-in-hand with each
other.”
Aigner has a broad appeal globally;
consumers love the brand for its quality
and heritage combined with fantastic
styling and both classic and modern
designs. “We see great demand for
the brand – and still with much further
potential in the Middle

www.tfwa.com

www.cerruti.com
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underpin how the quality, craftsmanship
and heritage play an important role in how
they are perceived.
“One of the most important things for the
Alexandra Plata brand is the quality of
the products,” said Alejandra Yagüe, CEO
& Designer of Alexandra Plata (Riviera
Village RE11). “All our jewellery are
unique pieces of craftsmanship using the
very highest quality materials, such as
Spanish braided leather, natural linen,
semi-precious stones, sterling silver 0925
and sterling silver 0925 rose gold plated.”
This year, Alexandra Plata is launching
its NY Collection and Stardust Collection. The NY Collection is “sophisticated
jewellery in black onyx, white and grey
natural mother of pearl and sterling silver
0925 with zirconia pave,” explained Yagüe,
while the Stardust Collection is made
up of “bright and glamorous designs in
Spanish leather, 0925 sterling silver rose
gold plated and zirconias.” According to
Yagüe, “design and style come together”
to shape the collection.
Yagüe added that the Alexandra Plata
brand designs several collections a year
and always follows the latest fashion and
trends, hinting that it is important for
jewellery to have this balance of appeal.
Another jewellery brand – Swarovski (Blue
Village C11) – understands how to get the
balance right. Swarovski’s mastery of cut
crystal goes back to 1895. For 118 years,
Swarovski has added sparkle to peoples’
everyday lives; the leading names in
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fashion and luxury work with and adorn
their creations with Swarovski crystals.
Today, Swarovski is the world’s leading
manufacturer of cut crystals and ranks
highly among the world’s leading jewellery brands.
According to Irina Minasyan, Product
Manager, Korloff Parfums (Green Village
K61), there are two distinct markers that
define luxury. “First, we have the materials that are used on a category basis
within our universe: 18k gold for jewellery
or timepiece cases, minimum of GVS in
diamond quality, Swiss-made movement
for timepieces, handmade in our own
ateliers, etc,” said Minasyan.
But, she hinted that it has a lot to do with
the entirety of what you’re giving the
consumer. There has to be something
very ‘once in a lifetime’ about the item.
It has to speak to the consumer in a way
that will make them treasure it and feel
it is precious, rather than everyday. “In
our universe, luxury is synonymous with
extraordinary or unique experiences – we
seek discovery from the norm whether it
be fine dining or hidden travel destinations,” commented Minasyan. “The same
is true in what we select in jewellery,
timepieces, fragrances or accessories.
True luxury to us goes beyond manufacturing standards and incorporates design
that provides unique pieces and experiences.”
For instance, Baccarat (Blue Village B13)
is a French luxury brand, internationally
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renowned as a leader in high-end and
exclusive crystal products. It is in no
way everyday. Founded in 1764, in the
village of Baccarat, France, by a decree
from King Louis XV, the world’s most
prestigious crystal manufacturer has
withstood the test of time to become a
symbol of excellence and an ambassador
of the French lifestyle. With its storied
heritage, Baccarat celebrates almost 250
years of perfection, wreathed with icons
shaped by breath and crystallised by fire.
Baccarat’s unique know-how is continued by one Master of Art and 22 Best

www.travel-blue.com

French Craftsmen, the highest number
of nationally recognised elite artisans of
all French luxury houses. Ranging from
iconic lighting to unique tableware and
decorative objects, fine jewellery and
tailor-made flacons, the brand’s products
and tradition of excellence are widely
distributed around the globe. “Baccarat
stands for the ultimate luxury experience
in crystal objects, for heritage and modernity, virtuosity and prestige, aspiration
and extravagance,” said Peggy Morel,
Travel Retail Manager at Baccarat. But
she does allude to the notion of the brand
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being synonymously linked to experience. “Baccarat has been an expression
of French art de vivre since 1764,”
added Morel, pointing out that there is a
descriptive called a “Baccarat lifestyle”
which is conveyed by the brand’s “unique
approach to crystal objects”. Morel
explained that this is what determines the
brand’s luxury. “Baccarat is renowned for
unmatched craftsmanship and innovative
designs” and “customers live their own
Baccarat experience,” she said.
When it comes to offering up a luxury
experience through a brand, perhaps it
is easier to see how consumables can do
this more readily than commodities – after
all, they offer up both provenance and
heritage from their beginnings, but also
give the consumer or gift-receiver a sense
of sampling something unique, to be
savoured and remembered and a sense of
‘living the high life’.
For nearly a century, Petrossian caviar
has stood for excellence. The legacy
of quality began when two brothers,
Melkoum and Mouchegh Petrossian,
moved to France and were the first to
distribute caviar from the sturgeons of
the Caspian Sea. They created an original
marketing concept with their special blue
tin and their famous logo: the Galion, a
trademark by itself, and established their
name Petrossian as a brand now internationally famous.
For super premium offerings in drinks,
The House of Camus (Blue Village F11)
is the largest independent, familyowned Cognac company, and this year
it celebrates its 150th anniversary. “On
this occasion, we launched early in the
year, the Cuvée 5.150, an assembly of five
ancestral Cognacs, each chosen for its
character to symbolise the distinguishing
mark left by the successive generations
of the family at the head of the house,”
said Lei Sun, spokesperson for Camus La
Grande Marque. “This Cuvée, in a limited
edition, is presented in the Baccarat
crystal decanter, crafted like a precious
jewel.”
Camus is positioned at the high-end
segment of Cognac markets, explained
Sun, describing how the category XO
and above represents 40% of the brand’s
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Chocolatier is internationally renowned
with boutiques in Brussels, London, New
York, Tokyo, Shanghai and many more
cities across the globe. All Neuhaus
chocolates are made in the chocolate
ateliers in Brussels, Belgium. Neuhaus
is also an official supplier to the Belgian
Royal Court,” explained Caroline Vindevogel, Neuhaus Communication Manager,
showing the brand has exceptional
connections.
Also upholding a distinct reputation is
Belgian chocolatier Leonidas (Blue Village
D24), which has more than 1,300 sales
outlets spread over 40 countries and five
continents. The credo of the company,
from the master chocolatier down, is
that Leonidas’ confectionery must be of
the highest quality and of impeccable
freshness. The craftsmen at Leonidas
make more than 100 varieties of Belgian
chocolates using ingredients of the finest
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04 For nearly a century, Petrossian caviar
has stood for excellence. The legacy
of quality began when two brothers,
Melkoum and Mouchegh Petrossian,
moved to France and were the first to
distribute caviar from the sturgeons of the
Caspian Sea.
05 According to Peter Zottl, Vice President,
Travel Retail, Swarovski: “Exclusivity
is key to keep a brand aspirational, to
remain extraordinary, to allow consumers
to distinguish themselves and to express
their individuality.”
06 Commenting on what lies at the heart
of the premium bottle for La Vie est Belle
by Lancôme, Christine Brasseur from the
communications department for travel
retail at L’Oreal Luxe Travel Retail, said:
“It’s about choosing oneself and choosing
what is best for oneself as an individual.”
07 The craftsmen at Leonidas make more
than 100 varieties of Belgian chocolates
using ingredients of the finest quality
and freshness and never using
frozen products.

sales, compared with 14% of the Cognac
industry. “A greater part of our clientele
are mature businessmen who are
seasoned travellers, enjoying a successful
career,” commented Sun. “The authenticity, the rarity of our products and the
Camus style, are really appealing to them.
The Cuvée 5.150 is the best example of
luxury because with a limited edition of
1,492 decanters, this Cuvée is the guardian of secrets for art-lovers and collectors
alike.”
Champagne Lanson (Blue Village G28),
which is positioned as “the perfect
Champagne for the celebration of success
and exceptional moments”, upholds
values including “elegance, nobility,
courage and passion (to surpass oneself),
celebration, success, fidelity”, according
to Edouard de Boissieu, Export Manager
at Champagne Lanson. It seems for a
luxury brand to encompass this moniker,
it needs to have such standards of craftsmanship in place.
Similarly, Neuhaus (Yellow Village AA11) –
the inventor of the praline – is passionate
about creating exquisite chocolates. The
chocolatier handles top-quality ingredients with over 155 years of know-how
and craftsmanship, and its luxurious gift
boxes make their creations a pleasure to
both give and receive. “Neuhaus Créateur
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quality and freshness and never using
frozen products. “Our traditional Belgian
chocolate is made from 100% pure cocoa
butter, both for the chocolate coating and
for the chocolate filling, without a drop of
vegetable fat or palm oil,” said Filip Van
de Vyver, International Sales Director at
Confiserie Leonidas. “This is the base of
each creation and to it we add fillings,
decorations and coatings using only the
best ingredients, including fresh butter,
fresh cream, milk cream, hazelnuts from
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an added symbol of its premiumness.
“The products that mostly appeal to the
luxury-seeking travel retail consumer are
the most emblematic products that reflect
the best of our savoir-faire and the core
of our vision of excellence: the caviars
(Beluga, Ossetra, Alverta and Baeri), the
large range of traditional smoked salmon,
and the foie-gras,” stated Gils.
This could be because of how impressive
such a gift would appear to be should
it be offered to make a statement or
impression of good taste. Vindevogel
added: “In travel retail, Neuhaus is
predominantly purchased as a gift to give
to others. Simply, those who wish to give
the very best in Belgian chocolate, choose
Neuhaus.”
Presentation is, of course, key to the

Turkey, walnuts from Grenoble, Morello
cherries from the Périgord, almonds from
Italy and Valencia oranges, to name but
a few.”
What the majority of luxury brands have
in common is the way that their appeal
is widely received and appreciated by
the lucky recipients. This is, perhaps,
why the products that sell well are the
ones that are broadly understood to be of
high quality through reputation and that
showcase the brand’s emblem or logo as
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perception of luxury. Van de Vyver explained
that, at Leonidas, the company dresses
“every ballotin and every gift tin as though
it were a gift for the most important person
in our world. No further gift wrapping is
required because each Leonidas gift is
complete in itself”.
Meanwhile, Vindevogel said: “The higher
priced, elegantly-presented unique products
with a special story have the greatest
appeal.” She also referred to the recent
collaboration between Neuhaus and nine
of the world’s top pastry chefs in its newlylaunched Haute Pâtisserie, as an example:
“The quality of the chocolates in a striking
unique box and sold with an elegant gift
bag is already selling very well to this
consumer.”
Exclusivity is about creating experiences
that cannot be duplicated anywhere else.
“Limited editions and travel retail exclusives
appeal [to those who] seek something out of
the ordinary,” said Van de Vyver.
And Lanson Vintage Collection embodies
this too, since it is the ultimate collection
of Old Vintages available to the market – a
personalised offer where each order is
realised with tailor-made care.
Travellers are also craving the Petrossian
specialties they can’t find anywhere else.
According to Gils: “Exclusivity is the best
answer to a phenomenon that appeared
recently in many sectors: the need for
recognition, the search for high quality and
distinction. Exclusivity allows the brand to
create a real relationship with the consumer
and to develop an intimate interaction based
on confidence.”
This is why, paradoxically, so many brands
are striving for uniqueness. Every luxury
brand wants to be the only one available
offering the rare and wonderful. “The
exclusivity is important and valuable
because it means the rarity, uniqueness
and [credentials for being] different. This is
usually what we look for when we purchase
the products,” said Sun.
Yagüe added that exclusivity is very important for Alexandra Plata’s jewels “because
it is one of the things that our customers
want”.
According to Peter Zottl, Vice President,
Travel Retail, Swarovski: “Exclusivity is key
to keep a brand aspirational, to remain
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extraordinary, to allow consumers to
distinguish themselves and to express their
individuality.”
Morel reminded that, over at Baccarat, the
“clientele expects the original, the ultimate
quality and appreciates pieces with refinement, craftsmanship, representing true
heritage luxury properties”, pointing out
that “bespoke pieces are a key activity for
Baccarat.”
Meanwhile, being selective about where the
brand is stocked also plays a part in how
it is perceived. It needs to maintain some
elusive qualities to become aspirational.
“Neuhaus strictly avoids going for volume
sales by distributing widely in channels
inappropriate for luxury brands,” said
Vindevogel, divulging that the company is
“absolutely sure that long-term this is the
only way to maintain luxury positioning”.
Schwehm explained that “consumers who
are interested in luxury products should
have the feeling and affirmation that
the item they have bought is something
unique and special”, Van de Vyver agreed
that “prestigious brands tend to inspire
aspirations among consumers who
wish to indulge in a lifestyle of perceived
luxury, which includes gourmet food and
confectionery, the most coveted fashion
brands, high end cars and so on”. However,
at Leonidas, Van de Vyver said that the
company believes, as did its founders, that
“although we are a luxury brand creating
wonderful confectionery, it is luxury based
on quality not exclusivity, and our chocolates should be accessible to all”.
Many brand owners have to be very careful
with the term ‘fashion’ as it is a word that
strongly correlates with trends. Lifestyle
is a very strong notion that is based upon
generations of tradition and inherited
beliefs. According to Gils: “A sustainable
luxury brand should find what it shares in
common in this deeply rooted base – it is
this foundation that will enable it to relate
with the generations of today and tomorrow.”
Fashion and lifestyle keeps luxury brands
relevant, appealing and aspirational for
today’s consumers. Zottl commented:
“Fashion’s unleashed and sheer endless
creativity, its appeal to avant-garde
consumers who set the trend, and taste
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08 “All Neuhaus chocolates are made in the chocolate
ateliers in Brussels, Belgium. Neuhaus is also an
official supplier to the Belgian Royal Court,”
explained Caroline Vindevogel, Neuhaus
Communication Manager.
09 Alejandra Yagüe, CEO & Designer, Alexandra Plata:
“One of the most important things for the Alexandra
Plata brand is the quality of the products. All our
jewellery are unique pieces of craftsmanship using the
very highest quality materials, such as Spanish braided
leather, natural linen, semi-precious stones, sterling
silver 0925 and sterling silver 0925 rose gold plated.”
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for the wider market, are crucial for the
luxury industry. The luxury industry then,
in disciplined professional marketing,
interprets and implements fashion and
makes it available and accessible in its
high-end distribution, and that includes
travel retail.”
Camus believes the opposite, since it “has
its own creation studio” and will neither
“try to copy others” or “follow the trend,”
explained Sun. “We are doing Camus style.
That is very important for us.”
For others, such as L’Oréal Luxe Travel
Retail (Niveau 5 W1) it’s all about being in
tune with what people want and harnessing
something meaningful, rather than simply
following fashions. Its Lancôme brand
exudes this message in much of its brand
communications too. “Lancôme has always
maintained a deep, sincere, respectful and
uplifting relationship with women, one that
fosters growth; a unique bond in a world
where opportunistic or power-hungry
connections are the norm. Far from all
forms of excess, Lancôme femininity is
freely embracing the concept of less but

better, now more than ever,” said Christine Brasseur from the communications
department for travel retail at L’Oreal Luxe
Travel Retail. “What are today’s values?
The triumph of ‘being’ over possessions and
appearances,“ added Brasseur, describing
the values also as “back to basics… a quest
for meaning and a journey to find “one’s
own meaning”. Could it be that the distinction between fashion and luxury and where
a brand is positioned is not even nearly as
important as it may have been a few years
ago? Now, according to L’Oreal, we are in a
“new era characterised by a rejection of a
world that’s gold-plated, or defined by rigid
precepts”, and rather than place emphasis
on hierarchy, the main objective is “to be
sexy no matter what”.
Commenting on what lies at the heart of
the premium bottle for La Vie est Belle
by Lancôme, Brasseur said: “It’s about
choosing oneself and choosing what is
best for oneself as an individual.” In 1949,
Lancôme founder Armand Petitjean asked
his artistic director George Delhomme to
create a bottle to symbolise the aura of

women with that indefinable ‘je ne sais
quoi’ that emanates such radiance. After
many sketches, Georges Delhomme finally
captured, what he named, the quintessence of happiness: the grace of a smile
somehow cut into glass. This design would
long remain in the Lancôme archives and
go some way to represent the brand today.
“The luxury sector can learn from the
way they [fashion brands] communicate
with their target,” said Gils. “Fashion
and lifestyle brands know perfectly how
to define their brand identity and how to
create desire from it.”
For Etienne Aigner, “luxury brands are
based on what is on trend and popular,
but they still retain their classic and
timeless roots” and “fashion, lifestyle and
luxury are mutually beneficial and often
cannot be separated, because, fashionable people also appreciate luxury,”
explained Schehm.
But it is Minasyan who shows how each
category can grow and extract useful
lessons and pieces of information from
one another. After all, said Minasyan:
“Fashion houses work in a very fast-paced
ecosystem of trying to either create trends
or find a niche in trends. It requires the
fashion houses to be more aggressive
in how they approach design and the
communication of that design.” She
pointed out that, in general, luxury houses
move much more slowly – steeped in
tradition – and sometimes become locked
too rigidly in convention: “Both categories
can certainly learn from each other:
fashion to remain aggressive without
forgetting its roots, and vice-versa,
lifestyle remaining connected to heritage
while at the same time taking more risks
to innovate beyond tradition.”
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Top brands touch
down in Cannes
The vibrant array of new and returning companies exhibiting in Cannes is an exciting indication of
the ingenuity and dynamism present in this ever-evolving industry. An impressive 45 brands are
making first forays into the travel retail market this year, highlighting innovative, original, and
never-before-seen products that are turning heads in every category.

Burberry 01

HANRO 02

Riviera Village RH16

Blue Village G24

Who are you?
Burberry is an iconic British luxury
brand synonymous with innovation and
craftsmanship. It is listed on the London
Stock Exchange and is a constituent of the
FTSE 100 index with annual revenues of
£2 billion. Headquartered in London under
the direction of Chief Creative Officer
Christopher Bailey, the brand has built a
global reputation for pioneering design
and innovation.

Who buys your products?
Burberry is often described as a ‘young,
old’ company, fusing 157 years of heritage
with a very modern attitude. The brand
has broad appeal and a balanced offer by
age, gender and product category.

online and offline to optimise the customer
experience and product offer in key travel
retail locations, making it more innovative,
engaging and immersive than ever before.

What are your objectives?
To connect with new and existing partners
in the travel retail market and showcase
how Burberry continues to push boundaries, blurring physical and digital experiences to more closely connect customers
to the Burberry brand. Burberry is
particularly excited about what this means
for its new Beauty business, bringing
together the best of fashion with the best
of beauty in some great new launches and
innovative campaigns planned for the year.

Why exhibit now?

What is your unique selling
point (USP)?

The luxury consumer today is increasingly global and increasingly mobile. As
Burberry customers travel the world, the
priority is to ensure they have the same
great experience of the brand – whether
in Burberry stores, on burberry.com
or through great partner relationships
globally. Burberry is continuing to invest

The quality of the design, authenticity of
craftsmanship and relevance to Burberry
customers’ lives. By merging heritage and
innovation, physical and digital, Burberry
aims to create products and experiences
that bring the values of this iconic British
brand to life, wherever, however and
whenever consumers encounter it.

Who are you?
HANRO is an international luxury brand
for lingerie, producing high quality
daywear, nightwear and loungewear for
ladies and men. Ever since it was founded
in 1884, the company has stood for
understated luxury, natural elegance, and
garments that are a pleasure and comfort
to wear. Unique materials made from
natural fibres, ingenious, timeless designs
and decades of tradition combined with
technical innovations, are what make
HANRO such a distinctive brand.

Who buys your products?
HANRO sells luxury products to women
and men looking for value for their
money – exactly what HANRO offers. Our
sophisticated customers are very loyal,
and that is because once they try HANRO,
they do not want to wear anything else on
their skin. Our strongest markets are US,
UK, Germany, Switzerland, France, Italy,
Benelux and Japan.

Why exhibit now?
HANRO already has a good reputation
among international travellers. They know

our brand and are looking out for HANRO
products during their journeys. We
certainly want to fulfil this need and enter
the travel retail business.

What are your objectives?
We intend to open this new market for
HANRO. By showing at TFWA World
Exhibition, we are able to get insight
and fully understand the potential of
the tax free business. We are looking
forward to meeting interesting contacts
and getting to know the market players
in this business. HANRO elaborated an
interesting package to offer to potential
airport shops, and we are curious to see if
it matches the retailers’ needs.

What is your USP?
HANRO products stand out by their unique
wearing comfort and amazing feel on
the skin. HANRO puts high emphasis on
using only premium natural fibres and
yarns, teamed with specialised craftsmanship and innovative technology such
as soft mercerisation or seamless and
hemless knitting. This we achieve with our
in-house fabrics production.
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sen7 03

Paul & Shark 04

Blue Village H1

Riviera Village RF9
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Who are you?

What are your objectives?

Who are you?

Why exhibit now?

Max Time GmbH is a Germany-based
company that supplies high-end watch
components, watches and accessories
mainly to German watch brands and
famous German car brands. We developed
the sen7 fragrance atomiser, which we
are showcasing at TFWA World Exhibition,
and it is the only refillable atomiser on the
market that transports a ‘certain lifestyle’.
sen7 is not just a device which allows you
to carry a small amount of your perfume,
it’s an attitude.

To launch new versions and embodiments
of sen7, and to make the product a necessity for all mobile people; establish sen7
as a lifestyle product closely connected
to the world of fashion. Frequent travelers, lifestylers and people with taste can
be perfectly reached through duty free
vendors.

Paul & Shark is a complete luxury
lifestyle sportswear brand. It offers a total
look collection to be used throughout
the week, both in working time within
a casual environment and in leisure
moments. The Men’s, Ladies, Cadets and
Accessories collections are distributed
worldwide through a network of more
than 250 mono-brand stores located
in the most exclusive areas, from Via
Montenapoleone-Milan, to Faubourg Saint
Honoré-Paris, as well as Madison Avenue
in New York, Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills
and Canton Road in Hong Kong.

With our well-established distribution
network in the domestic market and the
success of our stores in airports worldwide, we are now focusing on further
developing our business in the duty free
and travel retail market.

Who buys your products?
Frequent travellers, lifestylers and people
with taste, in every age.

Why exhibit now?
Because we are now well established
in the market with our sen7 fragrance
atomiser, and we are ready to take the
next step and enter new markets besides
the traditional perfume retailers.

What is your USP?
sen7 is the only high-quality refillable
fragrance atomiser available in the
market. It’s not just a device to always
carry your favourite fragrance with you
to refresh anytime and anywhere, it’s a
lifestyle product.

Who buys your products?
People who enjoy a dynamic, quality
lifestyle and who appreciate the made
in Italy value, and the high quality and
performance of the hi-tech materials of
Paul & Shark.

What are your objectives?
To showcase and expand the Paul & Shark
business in the duty free and travel retail
industry.

What is your USP?
• Italian casual wear brand with a luxury
touch
• Made in Italy
• Highly focused on quality,
details and design
• Dynamic and innovative fabrics and
designs – many of which are patented
by Paul & Shark.
• Always integrating the most advanced
technology in production to enhance
the quality, details and comfort of its
product.

golf
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Fairway
to heaven
Golfers were up against stiff competition at the Cannes Mandelieu Golf
Club, Old Course yesterday, with
French number one Victor Dubuisson making a guest appearance on
the fairways. The golf pro brought a
sprinkling of stardust to the tournament and helped ease his team to
victory under a threatening sky.
“Apart from a few contributions from us,
he basically won it,” said Gunnar Heinemann, Co-owner of Gebr Heinemann.
“It’s embarrassing because I’m one of the
organisers, but the teams were drawn in a
raffle and he had to play with someone – it
just happened to be us.”
Also on the victorious team was Roger
Bastoni, Chief Concierge of Majestic
Barriere Hotel and Olivier Bottrie, President of Estée Lauder Travel Retail.
A total of 120 players turned out for
this year’s Golf Tournament, which was
sponsored by Estée Lauder and Gebr.
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Heinemann, helping raise a total of €15,000
for Nalanda Primary School in Ladakh, India.
“The money is being put to extremely good
use – the children there are going to be very
happy,” said Erik Juul-Mortensen, TFWA
President. “It’s going to change their lives.”
Players had a few light rain showers
to contend with at this year’s tournament, although some teams had bigger
problems to contend with. “We had our
ups and downs, but as they say, a bad day
on the course is better than a good day
at the office,” said Darren Eaton, Head of
Trade at British American Tobacco.
However, Gustaf Nordström and Nancy
Miller were having more success, scooping awards for the longest drive in the
male and female categories.
Ultimately, though, it was Victor Dubuisson who stole the show, helping his team
claim victory before jetting off to a professional golf tournament in China. “He’s a
great talent and France should be very
proud of him,” said Heinemann.
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Welcome to cannes!
Check out Our Heineken® Club Bottle
at the Scene Tonight.

01 The winning team
comprised: Olivier Bottrie,
President of Estée Lauder
Travel Retail; Victor
Dubuisson, Pro Golfer; Roger
Bastoni, Chief Concierge
of Majestic Barriere Hotel;
and Gunnar Heinemann, Coowner, Gebr Heinemann.
02 Gary Maxwell, Sales
Director, Premier Portfolio;
Ariel Gentzbourger, Senior
VP, Shiseido; and Martyn
Westbury, Consultant for
Mars International.

www.tfwa.com
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03

04
03 Christian Löwe, GM, British American
Tobacco; Tom Reidel, Owner, Pentrade
Duty Free; Nancy Miller; and Julian
Mullins, Travel Retail Director, Pandora.
04 Beatrice Düring, Sales Director
Travel Retail, Capella Industries.

Organised by:
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RUGBY - WE KICKED
OFF WITH A BLAST!

01 Les Girls - Alix
St-Aubin, Sabine Arnal
and Rebecca Mann

03

02 Karl Marnane and
Barry Geoghegan dead
heat their markers
03 France and Wales
rejoice

01
TFWA was delighted to bring back
the pre-show Rugby Tournament
held at Le Stade St Cassien, Cannes
Mandelieu sponsored by Piquadro,
Armani, and organised with the
support of PEUCH & BESSE, whose
brand ambassador Olivier Magne, the
former international rugby player,
both played and inspired the 24 keen
rugby players who took part.
Teams of six players representing four
nations – France, England, Wales and
Ireland warmed up on the pitch with
high kicks, windmilling arms and team
block passing before bouncing on giant
inflatables like Jeux Sans Frontières
(It’s a Knockout!). Guys and girls hurled
themselves down the plastic runways
desperately trying to place a marker pad
the furthest amidst shrieks of collective
laughter. Next were the rugby matches
where teams faced each other on half
a rugby pitch and stopped opponents
by pulling Velcro tags off their shorts
instead of engaging in full body tackles.
The French team led by Olivier Magne,

02
Karl Marnane of Butlers (top scorer with
six trys) with Nicolas Piquereau and Max
Bedu of Clarins surged ahead with 3-1
and 4-1 wins against England and Ireland,
but England boasting the speedy Anthony
Budd of Diverse Spirits, Alex Cook of
Lightfoot Asia and Adrian Fennell of Aer
Rianta scored well against Ireland and
Wales. Purposeful play by Rebecca Mann
of the Moodie Report (a three-point try
scorer), Sabine Arnal for France, Adeline
Macolin and Alix St-Aubin of Recife
spearheaded the female contribution.
Amongst the guys Stuart McGuire brought
some serious heft to the Irish attack as
did Antoine Lafourcade and Matthieu
Kaplain of Coty (France), Peter Sant of
Remy Cointreau and Barry Geoghegan
of Paul Sapin for Wales. Overall winners
were France with England second and
Wales third. Enormous fun was had by
all and our thanks to Yvonne Aceto of My
Events and match referees Carol Donato
with Francois, Gregory and Philippe who
managed the transition from kids’ party
games to energetic ball chasing with
great aplomb.

04 Karl Marnane of
Butlers Chocolates on
another try run
05 England tags Wales
06 Sylvain Combe,
Isabelle Gec and Olivier
Magne of Peuch et
Besse L’Emotion Du Vin
Kindly sponsored by:

04

07 The French
team winners

05

06

07
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cocktail masterclass

Shake,
muddle
and mix
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That’s a wrap: Priscilla Beaulieu, VP Global Sales
& Marketing Director, Kaloo, Clayeux & Kokeshi
Parfums; Etienne Hendrickx, Owner, MosquitNo; and
Nadia Skouri, Managing Director, Buying the Sky make
salmon maki rolls from scratch.

Adéle Moukoko Ekedi, Cabin Crew, Camair-Co, gave her
self-stirred mojito a nine out of 10: “We’ve certainly a
good teacher,” she said.

All shook up: Fabrice Mass, Owner of Les Apprentis Gourmets Cookery
School gave guests a rum-fuelled guide to bartending, and taught them
how to muddle limes, clap mint and measure just the right amount of
spirit for the perfect mojito.

Roll with it: Luiz Alberto, Business Manager,
via+, fashioned his own sushi from seaweed,
sticky rice and smoked salmon.

Barely a sound could be heard
above clinking glasses and frantically chopping knives at the stirring
Cocktail Masterclass, as an almost
40-strong throng of professionals
from every corner of the industry
gathered at the cosmopolitan Les
Apprentis Gourmets Cookery School
to compose their own rum-laced
masterpieces and culinary wonders.
Under the guidance of school owner
and bartender extraordinaire
Fabrice Mass, guests muddled,
crushed, mixed, sugared and stirred
handcrafted strawberry and basil
mojitos and toasted the start of
TFWA World Exhibition in the most
delectable fashion.
“The experience has been excellent – it’s
such a great idea, and what a start to the
show!” exclaimed Olivier Desmaison,
Export Manager, InterParfums. “It’s
obviously very appealing too, there’s so
many people here – men and women of
all ages from so many different countries.
Our bartender is quite entertaining too –
he certainly knows his stuff.”
Seemingly lifted straight out of New
York, Les Apprentis Gourmets is a
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sophisticated, urbane sanctuary for
gastronomes and cocktail connoisseurs,
and in the sleekest – and chicest –
kitchen in Cannes, guests were treated
to an indulgent lesson in gourmet
delicacies by Chef Nicolas Laux. “People
are here from all around the world,
and everyone has been so enthusiastic,
mixing their cocktails and mixing with
each other!” said Mass. “There atmosphere is so friendly – it feels as though
all of my friends have come to my home
to cook with us.”
Eggs cocotte with intoxicating truffle
cream, chicken brochette with caramelthick soy sauce and challenging salmon
maki rolls tested the student chefs,
whose appetising works of art didn’t
lasted for long. “I think they turned
out quite well – they taste good at
least!” said Guylian’s Michaël Van de
Vorst of his seaweed-wrapped sushi
creations. “I’ve never made sushi
before but it’s a really nice thing to
do – I think I’ll try it at home.”
Ferrero’s Laura Acciarri agreed: “This is just
so much fun, I’m loving it. It’s such a different
thing to do and a really unusual way of meeting
everybody, and who knows, maybe we’ll all
discover an unknown talent for cooking!”

Chef Nicolas Laux let Ferrero’s Gulia Zacchia, HR Business Partner, and Laura Acciarri, Group Brand Manager,
Praline, Nutella, in on the mouth watering secret behind a flawless eggs cocotte.

www.tfwa.com

VISIT CRISLU AT
BLUE VILLAGE G4

jogging
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Running!
It was all aboard to the beautiful
island of Ile Sainte-Marguerite
for this year’s jogging. Just one
kilometre from the shore of Cannes,
the leafy island holds a fort, lush
foliage and a disused prison,
infamous for holding the man in the
iron mask captive.
There were 39 participants in the jogging
& hiking this year. The runners were
treated to a picturesque trail of pine
and eucalyptus trees overlooking rocky
beaches and a lapping sapphire shoreline.
Athletes’ calibre was high, most runners
wearing specialist clothing complete with
trusty apps at hand to inform them of
their route geographically and minutes
covered per kilometre.
Hannah Lyons, Trade Marketing Manager
at Brown-Forman, gave some inside tips on
how the right kit can give you a speedy start:
“I am running the New York marathon in two
weeks, and am wearing barefoot trainers,
which has really made a difference to my
training. It’s definitely made me a lot faster.

Kindly sponsored by:

Although I would recommend getting a
trainer to learn the technique properly.”
Others were attracted to the event as a
healthy start to the week. Marco Bisshop,
who works in duty free wholesale for Pen
Trade said: “The first time I did pétanque,
but they start drinking at 10am! So this is
a much healthier start to my day.”
It seemed a track record of sporting
experience was key amongst the winners.
The winning man of the 10km was
marathon runner Guy Le Bars, partner
in Ets Pons. “My plan was to have fun. I
run long distances anyway, and my last
marathon was only two weeks ago in
Aix Provence, which I did in around four
hours. I did this in 37 minutes.”

01 Ryan Hill of the Edrington Group and
Marco Bisshop of Pen Trade.

01

02

02 The group ran through a thick forest of
pine and eucalyptus trees.
03 There was a strong team of 39 competitors,
who gathered for a group photo after jogging
& hiking around Ile Sainte-Marguerite.

All you need
for TfWA World ExhibiTion

is a little

application

03

non contractual visuals

Download the app from tfwa.com
www.tfwa.com
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Trailblazers
A nature hike through the beautiful
pine needle-strewn trails of Ile
Sainte-Marguerite is a calming and
enlightening way to start TFWA
World Exhibition week.
Lying 15 minutes off the Cannes coast by
boat, the island receives 6,000 visitors a
year, drawn to its 152 hectares of protected
nature reserve, home to many species of
rodent, bats and migratory birds.
Expert guide Richard Petitjean was on
hand to highlight the many interesting
Mediterranean and Antipodean plant
varieties that flourish in this microclimate.
From the mottled trunks of Eucalyptus
trees, to the Smilax, fennel and cedar that
perfume the morning solace with fresh
botanic scents, Ile Sainte-Marguerite feels
like a world away from the hustle and
bustle back on the mainland.
Petitjean’s encyclopaedic knowledge
extends to medicinal and gastronomic
uses of the plants. So many are distilled
into special local liqueurs and digestifs
that the hiking group joking renamed Ile
Sainte-Marguerite ‘Duty Free Island’.
For Larissa Ladeyev of Transatlantic
Airways, the hike is a chance to learn new

activities and to simply be. “I enjoy the
silence. It is a beautiful start to the day,”
she said.
Pamela Arts, of Amstel Smart Group,
was also appreciative: “I have a
meeting this afternoon so this is a
chance to relax and meet my contemporaries in a relaxing setting.”
Later the group had a chance to practice
archery with a seasoned instructor before
a final wander past the houses of the
handful of locals who live here; beautiful
terracotta-coloured cottages with sprays
of morning glory and yucca blossom
bursting among them.
With the waves lapping against the shore,
the group had recharged with the calm
and mind-stilling qualities of the nature
walk, ready for what is sure to be a fruitful
and productive week.

01

02

Kindly sponsored by:

03

01 Mediterranean colours with Philips’ Lex Möllmann
and Desanka Todorovic.
02 Desanka Todorovic, Head of Global Loyalty & Incentive,
Philips; Pamela Arts, Managing Partner, Amstel Smart
Group; and Larissa Fadeyev, Transatlantic Airways.
03 Larissa Fadeyev, Transatlantic Airways and Bo
Keller, Export Manager, Jacobsens Bakery Ltd.

Rohit Jain, Regional Business Executive, Nestlé India
Ltd; Bo Keller, Export Manager, Jacobsens Bakery Ltd;
Richard Petitjean, Tour Guide; Pamela Arts, Managing
Partner, Amstel Smart Group; Desanka Todorovic,
Head of Global Loyalty & Incentive, Philips; and Lex
Möllmann, Philips.

THE
ULTIMATE
TAN

Visit us with Scorpio at: Mediterranean Village P8
For more information contact: Rosie.Cook@pzcussonsbeauty.com

A NATURAL LOOKING TAN
TO SUIT EVERY SKIN TONE

perfume masterclass
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Two
from
the
top
Nougat’s Philippa Thomas; Sisley Sébastien Gautier;
and Nougat’s Sian Thomas.

22 delegates attended at Molinard’s
museum and original factory in Grasse and
went through speedy training in the art of
fragrance-making. We started by sniffing
the caps of around 70 large bottles of
ingredients laid out in order of top, middle

and base notes. Dipping paper sticks into
those we liked, to really smell it in the open
air, was next on the agenda. After about
half an hour of mixing, second-guessing
and returning to our original choices, the
Molinard perfume maestro took each of
our collection of sticks to smell to give us
her verdict of our attempts.
Nougat’s Philippa Thomas and Sian
Thomas were keen to make light scents,
while Sisley’s Sébastien Gautier embarked
on a male fragrance. Philippa Thomas,
who was back to the workshop this year
after making a fragrance last year that
she believed could clear a train carriage,
said: “When you mix the final quantities of
notes together in the bottle it changes the
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TRAVEL RETAIL MANAGER Annette Rosendahl
Annette.Rosendahl@LEGO.com / Direct +45 7950 6490 / Mobile +45 2030 8261

LEGO and the LEGO logo are trademarks of the LEGO Group. ©2013 The LEGO Group. 088200

“Choose two from the top, two
from the middle and three from
the base.” It could be the start
of a card trick, but this is in fact
how to blend a fragrance with the
right amount of ‘notes’, according to legendary fragrance house
Molinard, which hosted a group
of TFWA delegates at yesterday
morning’s Perfume Masterclass.

fragrance levels, so it’s a different smell
to that of the sticks.”
There were some interesting choices,
such as cardamom, leather, ivy and
rice, but the majority played it safe with
sandalwood, jasmine, lime and neroli,

among others. It takes years of training
to be a ‘nose’ (but with one hour’s training and a bottle of our own blend eau de
parfum, which I’ve named Eau Dear, to
prove our ability), this year’s delegates
aren’t too far off.

Visit the Underberg stand K19
in the red village or our hospitality
suite at Hotel Gray d’Albion

Drink responsibly
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Please visit Master Distiller and Spirits Historian, Chris Morris, at the
Brown-Forman Stand (M70, Green Village) for a spirited discussion on
American Whiskeys. He will be conducting daily American Whiskey
Master Classes during the following times;

Monday 21st • 12 – 1pm
Tuesday 22nd • 2 – 3pm
Wednesday 23rd • 12 – 1pm

Please Experience American Whiskey Responsibly.

2013 Brown-Forman, Jack Daniel’s, Old No 7, Silver Select, Gentleman Jack and Woodford Reserve are registered trademarks. All rights reserved.
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Precision
pétanque
The conditions may have been
overcast and a little blustery,
but that didn’t prevent a high
standard of precision pétanque
being displayed yesterday
morning. The popular event was
fully subscribed, with 64 eager
players competing for glory and
a superb selection of prizes.
While the atmosphere was convivial, as
always, the standard of play was high
and the competition close. The referee
was called on to adjudicate on occasion,
measuring whose ball was closest to the
cochonnet, or jack. This most French of
sports can be enjoyed by players of all
abilities, and there were some interesting
techniques on display, and some intricate
tactical battles. Some players demonstrated unerring accuracy, landing the
ball right by the cochonnet.
Jürg Mumenthaler, Director, Travel Retail
Experts, said: “It has been a very nice
morning. We won our first game, but lost
our second. The most important thing is
just to be here and to enjoy the company.
It is my last year here as I am retiring. I

Kindly sponsored by:

have played in all of the pétanque tournaments, and have been lucky enough to
win before.”
After some tense opening rounds, the
two best teams contested the final,
which ended up being a comparatively
one-sided game. The standard of play
from the victorious team was exceptional
and they ran out comprehensive 12-2
winners.
The winning team comprised: Thomas
Iseli, Regional Business Manager, Nestlé
International Travel Retail; Emmanuel

The winners: Thomas Iseli, Regional Business Manager, Nestlé International Travel Retail; Emmanuel
Girard, Transports Internationaux Foires & Expositions, ATOLL; Cüneyt Ipekler, alfadis trading limited;
and Guillaume Voisin, Head of Sales Middle East, India and Africa, Ferrero Travel Market.

Girard, Transports Internationaux Foires
& Expositions, ATOLL; Cüneyt Ipekler,
alfadis trading limited; and Guillaume
Voisin, Head of Sales Middle East, India
and Africa, Ferrero Travel Market.
Magnanimous in victory, Voisin
commented: “It was a hard game with
good opponents, but I think we deserved

the victory. Our strategy was to have fun
and it worked!”
The pétanque tournament was truly the
perfect start to a busy week of business
here in Cannes. It was a light-hearted way
to meet old friends and new acquaintances, with a little added element of
competition, of course.

© 2010 WILLIAM GRANT & SONS LTD. GLENFIDDICH® SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF WILLIAM GRANT & SONS LTD.

BORN OF OUR
PIONEERING SPIRIT
A CELEBRATION OF OUR UNRIVALLED
SELECTION OF RARE AND AGED SINGLE MALTS
AT THE GLENFIDDICH DISTILLERY

VISIT US AT GOLDEN VILLAGE G02
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Icons reinvented

Great
taste
Anthon Berg’s celebrated brand universe
‘Generous’ has experienced resounding
success since its launch in 2011. Generosity has won more than 10 internationally
recognised awards for its innovative way
of engaging the consumer, and sales
are showing universally how its products
are flying off the shelves. Anthon Berg
is presenting a vast range of tantalising
chocolate temptations at TFWA World
Exhibition this year. The Generous
Box – a 300g pink box filled with solid,
individually wrapped chocolates, each
carrying a sweet and generous message

is the perfect gift. Five Chocolate Sticks
meanwhile is a sophisticated five-pack of
slim chocolate sticks with four delicious
taste profiles. The perfect product for
self-consumption on the go or informal
sharing, its four varieties include Dark
Almond and Sea Salt; Dark Chili, Honey
and Almond; Milk Nougat and Milk
Caramel Crisp (included twice). Finally,
the Sweet Moments Truffles Collection
and Sweet Moments Marzipan Collection are the new, upgraded mixes in
two varieties of the best-selling Sweet
Moments line. Ideally suited for gifting
and sharing, the products are targeted at
specific regions. The 450g Truffle Collection contains milk chocolate and nougat
truffles, while the Marzipan Collection
contains three varieties of mini marzipan
bars, available in a 400g selection.

Blue Village B7

Elizabeth Arden is unveiling an exciting
array of indulgent and enviable new
references in cosmetics and fragrances
at TFWA World Exhibition this year. The
brand is writing up a new page in its
history in celebration of Miss Arden’s
renowned style, with the Limited Edition
take on its signature skincare saviour.
Drawing inspiration from the hottest
fashion trends of the moment, the Eight
Hour Cream Limited Edition Iconic Collection features coveted essentials including
the award-winning all-purpose Eight Hour
Cream Skin Protectant and Eight Hour
Cream Lip Protectant Stick Sunscreen
SPF 15, reimagined with modern colourblocking that delivers a refreshing twist to
the original design.
Also among its enticing new releases is
the sophisticated new fragrance from
Elizabeth Arden, Untold. Vibrant, unpredictable, refined, mysterious and sensual,
the new scent created by perfumer
Clement Gavarry uses the highest quality
ingredients to capture the different facets
that make the modern woman intriguing.
In addition, the New York beauty brand
is showcasing a range of fragrances
designed in collaboration with admired
celebrities. Taylor by Taylor Swift is
dufreGBI111x116_Layout 1 15/10/13 17:17

beautifully crafted from luscious fruits,
blushing florals and soft woods; an
unforgettable scent that’s classic yet
completely alluring, while the third scent
in the winning Justin Bieber franchise,
THE KEY, is energetic with a sexy splash
of sparkling freshness. “I’m really excited
about this new fragrance since I get the
chance to share this key with all my fans,”
Bieber said. “THE KEY not only unlocks
the possibilities of their dreams, but it
will unlock a personal side of me they’ve
never seen before – bringing us closer
than ever.”

Harbour Village Sensei
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Employers, tempted to hire talents...
...who will stay in their new job?
Only 20% of professionals hired through BeThe1 will leave in their rst 3 years.
If you are contempla�ng to start a recruitment in your organiza�on, get in touch
with our consultants during TFWA World Exhibi�on (via contact@BeThe1.com
or at BeThe1 booth at the Mediterranean Village, main entrance).

Professionals, open for a beƩer job?
Or simply willing to keep in touch
with your job market?
BeThe1 manage every year about 60 Travel Retail posi�ons worldwide.
Register your prole free of charge and conden�ally on www.BeThe1.com and
BeThe1 will e-mail you conden�ally with all (and only) suitable jobs.

BeThe1 Travel Retail Jobs
Employment specialist in fashion, luxury, beauty and retail
Hong Kong | New York | Paris | Shanghai | Singapore | Tokyo
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exper�se in retail, commercial, marke�ng, nance, HR, crea�on, supply chain, management
Since 10 years, Oﬃcial and Exclusive Partner of TFWA for Employment
20 searching missions / month of middle and senior execu�ve
Powerful sourcing: pool of 140,000 professionals (including 13.000 in Travel Retail) plus 1.750 Alumni
organiza�ons, social networks, referrals, etc.
Compe��ve and fast: short-list within 1 week / 20% service fees (10% ini�al + 10% success)
High quality and eﬃcient: ll rate > 90% / reten�on rate hired candidates : 93,5% a�er 1 year, 87%
a�er 2 years, 80% a�er 3 years
Trust, transparency, commitment and humanism
300 premium employers including brand principals and distributors

Dufre S.a.s. since 1989 has been on a mission to bring
the excellence of Made in Italy to the duty free and travel
retail market. After continuous research and development
Dufre have decided to launch at TFWE 2013 this year
the marketing concept GOODBUYITALY®.
GOODBUYITALY® is the logo
that presents, promotes and
distributes the products of Italian Industries assisted by Dufre:
Bottega (wine & spirit),
Caffarel (confectionery),
Danesi Caffé (coffee),
Agnoni (oil and vegetables),
Manicardi (balsamic vinegar),
Delicatezze della Riviera
(DOP olive oil),
G.Cova & C. (cakes),
Pastificio Di Martino
(pasta of Gragnano - Naples),
The set of these companies, under the logo GOODBUYITALY®,
offer a virtual basket for a high quality menu, representing a mix of
regional expressions in Italy.

TFWE 2013 - CANNES - YELLOW VILLAGE F 48
Dufre S.a.s - Italy
info@dufre.it - www.dufre.it

AFTER A GOOD MEAL

the
natural herbal
digestive

worldwide
after a good meal
Made in Germany

www.underberg.com

Drink responsibly

Visit the Underberg stand K19
in the red village or our hospitality
suite at Hotel Gray d'Albion
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Sweet
treats
Lindt will be showing off a combination
of its delicious new Swiss chocolate
travel retail exclusives at TFWA World
Exhibition, with some perfect product
ideas for gifting and sharing. The Lindor
Sharing Box comes wrapped in a sumptuous golden case, with a selection tray of
Lindt’s best selling Milk, White, Dark and
Hazelnut circular praline truffles.
For 2014 Lindt has two seasonal special
edition products, a limited edition pink
tube for Spring 2014 that includes six
different flavour Lindt balls, including
Caramel and Stracciatella. The silver tube
for Autumn 2014 contains winter warmers
such as extra Dark 60% Cocoa as well as
popular classic flavours.
Crafted by Lindt’s maî̂tres chocolatiers,
who have combined the dark range
from an impressive symphony of over

400 aromas, are the Lindt Excellence
Mini Tablets. The dark chocolate
selection focuses on four elaborate
flavours: 70% Cocoa, 85% Cocoa, Orange
Intense and Sea Salt, with each flavour
description detailed on the packaging to inform the most dedicated of
chocolate connoisseurs. In the time it
has taken you to read this, 4,756 Lindor
balls have been consumed globally.

Marine Village R7

Summer
sophistication
Luxottica Group is presenting a number
of covetable eyewear collections at TFWA
World Exhibition this year, including the
enviable AW 13/14 selection from Giorgio
Armani, Garçonne. Featuring unexpected
materials for a refined contrast, the
collection sets the trend for unmistakable elegance, combining innovation,
refinement and experimentation. Both
the men’s and women’s eyewear feature
accents of velvet – a fabric with a sensual
touch that has always been a Giorgio
Armani favourite – enhanced with gold
touches. The quality construction of the
frames highlights the unusual and tactile
details, creating a collection of timeless
and elegantly shaped classics.
For Spring/Summer 2014, Coach is
introducing an extraordinary new collection of sunwear and optical styles that
combine vintage inspiration and custom
craftsmanship with trend-right modern
design. Each model is distinguished by its
elegantly crafted details – from the iconic

Coach lozenge on the dramatic cat-eye
Tara style to the new etched metal ticking
stripe on the vintage inspired Nicolette.
These streamlined, elegant designs are
complemented by a rich, playful colour
palette that gives them a sophisticated
and unique look.
Dolce & Gabbana meanwhile is highlighting two stunning new styles drenched in
gold. The Filigree Collection is influenced
by ancient gold-working techniques,
and takes its inspiration directly from
this heritage, adorned with delicate
small filigree flowers manually applied
by skilled artisans. The Golden Leaves
collection meanwhile celebrates a passion
for Sicilian glittering gold brocade with
sophisticated elegance. Sensual and
ultra-feminine forms are enriched with
exclusive and lavish gold details that
recall gold leaves floating in a crystal
frame.

Riviera Village RG8
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VisaPure
VisaPure
REVEAL YOUR SKIN’S

REVEALRADIANCE
YOUR SKIN’S
TRUE
TRUE RADIANCE

The new way of cleansing: 10x more effective than cleansing by hand*
The new way of cleansing: 10x more effective than cleansing by hand*

Philips Global Travel Retail.Visit us at Blue Village, G6
Make an appointment: travel.retail@philips.com

*Compared with manual make-up removal. Data on file
*Compared with manual make-up removal. Data on file
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Diverse
portfolio.
Strong
brands.
Perfect
partner.
MEET US AT BOOTH GO 6 TO FIND OUT MORE.

new products

Ultimate
tan
St. Tropez – the renowned French master
of self tan, skin illuminators, gradual
tans and sun protection – is highlighting the latest in its range of innovative
solutions for subtle sun-kissed skin. Being

Passport
to fun
Turning travel time into fun time and
making international family travel a richer,
more educational experience, Passporto,
the new learn-while-you-play travel toy
by FamilyOnBoard, presented by Schäfer
Travel Retail, offers a series of countryspecific active travel guide packs. Passporto
changes the concept of traditional travel

Forbidden
rum
Fraternity Spirits World will be highlighting its
prohibited Rum Marques De Cuba Habanero
rum at this year’s TFWA World Exhibition.
By the year 1700, Spanish ships were
arriving in New World colonies loaded
with products from Spain. One popular
product was sweet wine stored in barrels,
which were later emptied after use. These

TFWA WORLD EXHIBITION monday 21 october 2013

presented by Scorpio Worldwide at
TFWA World Exhibition, the St. Tropez
collection enables you to tan whatever
the weather, and develop a naturallooking, streak-free glow to suit your
skin tone. Its range of tanning essentials
includes the multi-award winning Self
Tan Bronzing Mousse and Powder
Bronzer as used on Kate Moss, as well
as its new Instant Tan range, containing
innovative Rainmac™ technology that
is water and transfer resistant. Kate

guides by imparting knowledge through
entertainment – at a level the whole family
can appreciate and enjoy. Each countryspecific Passporto active travel guide pack
contains a selection of knowledge-intensive
games covering a variety of destination
country subjects – sports, culture, history,
general information, cities, national traditions, tourist attractions and more.
A brand new concept to occupy the kids
during a long journey while providing hours of fun learning about their
destination country and language, the
Passporto also makes a great gift for
friends and family. Easy to transport at
just 12x9x4cm, the active travel guide for

empty barrels were filled with Chinguirito,
which is rum that was produced in Mexico,
and shipped back to Spain.
As the rum aged in the sweet wine barrels
during its trip back to Spain, it absorbed
wood flavours and aroma from the sweet
wine barrels, which gave it very special
characteristics. The resulting rum became
very popular in Spain, and when local
producers saw it as a threat to sales of
their existing products the King of Spain
prohibited the production of Chinguirito, also
known as Habanero, in the New World. Now,
Fraternity Spirits World is revitalising this

Moss said of the lusted after self-tanning
solutions: “St. Tropez do it so well that you
do look natural: you don’t have that fear
which I always did of going streaky and not
being able to fix it – total nightmare. There
is no reason to go around with that pasty
pallor anymore, which is really exciting.”
Whatever your voyage St Tropez has the
right tan to suit you.

Mediterranean
Village P8

Festive
fragrance
families on the go provides entertainment for hours at an attractive price.
Initially available for five destinations,
more countries will be available shortly.

Mediterranean
Village P12
very special rum and making it
available to travel retail globally.
Tequila Corralejo, meanwhile,
launched its authentic
Mexican Tequila Corralejo
100% Agave in Sri Lanka
earlier this year. In a new
partnership, Flemingo
International will represent
the brand in both the domestic and duty free markets in
Sri Lanka.

Blue Village E1

Following the great success of Signorina
Eau de Parfum by Salvatore Ferragamo,
the Italian brand is presenting a precious
new Limited Edition of the iconic
fragrance, to celebrate the winter season
and all the special occasions within it.
A charming new look has been created
for the romantic fragrance in one of the
most iconic colours of the joyous season
– magnetic red – while the design is an
emblem to holiday cheerfulness.
This Limited Edition, made for romantic
girls with impeccable style, is an exclusive
way to enjoy Signorina Eau de Parfum and
its unique, appealing new look, and is an
ideal gift for all stylish and spirited young
women. The bright, fizzy notes of currant,
spiced by fresh pink pepper, bring their
joyful character to the natural green
notes. A creative floral heart is the result
of the fusion of fresh jasmine, peony and
the chic femininity of rose, while the airy,
creamy texture of pannacotta together
with soft musk and intriguing woody
patchouli notes offer a distinctive Italian
elegance and an unexpected addictiveness.
The flacon is emblazoned with a
reinterpretation of Ferragamo’s Vara
bow in grosgrain ribbon. A marvellous combination of colours: the
vivacious light pink shade is combined
with vivid red, to infuse a warm look
perfect for the upcoming season.

Riviera Village RC13
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To view the sunglass collections from
our wide array of prestigious and sport
brands, please visit our booth during the
TFWA exhibition in Cannes.

©2013 Marchon Eyewear, Inc.

Stand: 3, Hall: BlueVillage, Path: H
For An Appointment
Email: dutyfree@marchon.com

The Taste of
Happiness.

©The Hershey Company

Iconic brands. Travel Retail Exclusives. And innovative products such as BROOKSIDE® dark chocolate-covered fruit flavored
pieces. You’ll bring all this and more to your customers with HERSHEY’S® extraordinary portfolio of chocolate and confections.
Make HERSHEY’S World Travel Retail your destination.
New Location! Booth M53, Green Village at TFWA Cannes.
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Artisan innovation

Tic Tacs
for travel
Encouraged by buyers’ enthusiastic
response to the new Tic Tac Collection at
TFWA World Exhibition last year, Ferrero
Travel Market is unveiling an innovative
Tic Tac travel retail exclusive portfolio
which will appeal to souvenir hunters.
The new Tic Tac T100 Travel Collection
comprises nine collectable 49g packs of
the famously cool Tic Tac white mouth
freshener mints, each representing a
different country.
The Tic Tac T100 sleeve designs so far
include Germany, Great Britain, Hong
Kong, Singapore, India, Canada, USA,
the Caribbean and Brazil, and each
sleeve bears the name of the country,
a graphic illustration of a national
emblem and the bright, eye-catching
colours of the country’s flag. The design
project is intended to be flexible, and
further destination sleeves can be
added to the collection as required,
making the offer ever more interesting and attractive to travellers.
The Tic Tac travel retail range also
includes the big flip-top Tic Tac 234g pack
filled with mini-boxes in four flavours
which has been hugely successful

With ingenuity and originality key
in the competitive jewellery sector,
Reflecta is introducing a new range
of original Italian jewellery combining artisanal craftsmanship with
technological innovation at TFWA World
Exhibition. The new Elastic Diamond
collection is an affordable, stylish
and very wearable natural diamonds
collection for women of all ages.
Made in Italy using traditional craftsmanship, the Elastic Diamond range of
necklaces brings the famous ‘girl’s best
friend’ into the 21st Century by pairing
the precious stones with technologically
advanced materials. Offering a flexible
range of different shaped 925 Sterling
Silver pendants, earrings and sizeable
rings; each handcrafted piece is embedded with a natural, full-cut, 0.02ct
diamond, ethically sourced. Each pendant

is threaded onto an innovative elastic
hypoallergenic polymer which can be
adjusted in size using a special silver
scroll lock to create endless possibilities –
a long or short necklace, bracelet, anklet
or hair decoration.
Reflecta Managing Director Alessandra
Visconti said: “The Elastic Diamond
range offers a really new concept to
travel retail, bringing together design and
high quality traditional craftsmanship,
whilst responding to market demands
for something really new and innovative.
This new line offers an original collection
which is simple and easy to wear, making
it an uncomplicated choice for travel
retail; perfect as a gift or self purchase,
particularly for holiday destination routes
and cruise-lines.”

Get
Loewe

Narcissus Absolute blend together in
a predominantly Rose Otto note. The
fragrance is enveloped in a warm and
woody trail of Australian Sandalwood and
Atlas Cedar in its bottom notes, alongside
a modern raspberry nectar counterpoint
and a note of Loewe Leather, evoking the
firm’s DNA. The emphatic nude leather
label with the ‘Aura LOEWE’ embossed
logo evokes the more than 160 years of
the Loewe brand’s mastery of handcrafted
leather goods.

Yellow Village A16

since its launch last year. Meanwhile,
the design of the Tic Tac 98g Bottle,
which is shaped like an ultra-large
Tic Tac containing 200 Tic Tacs in
orange or freshmint, is currently being
restyled for even greater customer
appeal. It will be relaunched in 2014.

Green Village J35
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Join the success!

Proudly introducing

stand F60 Yellow village

our 2 new watch Brands:

Loewe, the quintessentially Spanish
luxury brand established in 1846, is
unveiling its new female fragrance
Aura LOEWE at TFWA World Exhibition.
This new olfactory creation embodies
the values of a company that, with the
fragrance’s release, is beginning a new
era in its femininity. Aura pays homage to
the brand’s history: “true to its heritage,
true to its present, and true to Loewe”.
The Loewe woman’s Aura is a floral and
woody Eau de Parfum. A fresh, spicy
top note of pink pepper and bergamot
awakens the mystery surrounding the
fragrance, together with a fruity redcurrant touch and a hint of violet leaves
announcing the fragrance’s marked floral
personality. The heart note is thoroughly
floral, elegant and of the highest quality.
Jasmine Sambac Absolute, Iris and

Yellow Village F36

jd@capellaind.com
lambrettawatches.com

www.tfwa.com
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Zen Gold

Exclusive
Reese’s
Hershey World Travel Retail is showcasing its latest Travel Retail Exclusive
(TREX) line of Reese’s peanut butter and
chocolate products. The two new TREX
Reese’s items include a pouch of White
Peanut Butter Cup Miniatures and Reese’s
Pieces candy in a re-sealable pouch.
Reese’s brand is the perfect combination
of chocolate and peanut butter. The iconic
Hershey brands combined with travel
friendly packaging will help drive category
growth at travel retail locations around
the world.
The Reese’s Pieces candy delivers the
unmistakable Reese’s peanut butter taste
in a crunchy candy shell while the signature Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup is given a
white chocolate makeover.
“We are thrilled to further expand
our portfolio with the launch of these
additional travel retail exclusive items
at Cannes,” said Steve Bentz, General
Manager, Hershey World Travel Retail.
“These items provide an excellent opportunity for retailers around the world to
offer iconic Hershey brands tailored to the
consumers in this channel.”

The Reese’s brand was recently recognised as a top global chocolate brand
by Euromonitor. Hershey will also have
on display its Brookside line of dark
chocolate with fruit flavours including goji
and raspberry, acai and blueberry, and
pomegranate. “Increasingly, consumers
are looking for convenient snacking while
travelling, and that’s one of the reasons
Brookside has done incredibly well for our
travel retail partners,” said Bentz.

Green Village M53

GIFTS & ACCESSORIES
DESIGNED IN GERMANY.
Red Village

J23

Shiseido is presenting an alluring
treasure trove of new products at TFWA
World Exhibition, including the captivating new Gold Elixir limited edition of its
classic Zen fragrance, now in a concentrated Eau de Parfum Absolue. Broadcasting the high quality and Japanese
styling beloved of a loyal following of
women worldwide, the Sumi brushwork
in the brand’s classic bottle design
has been newly expressed in a sensual
burnished gold – sure to draw many a
covetous eye in retail points of sale.
Also new are the Super Corrective Duo,
twinned eye serum and cream in a high
performance rejuvenating formula, and
the Ibuki moisturising collection, which
creates a skin-protecting barrier and
boasts mood-boosting aromas.
Shiseido is also presenting new
make-up looks for Autumn/Winter,
including lip lacquer, shimmering eye
shadows and satin lipsticks, which share
the high-end sheen and silky finishes so
perfect for the party season. Make-up
artist Dick Page has designed Eye
Colour Bar; a compact for the creation
of myriad professional yet achievable
looks. With a slim design and Eastmeets-West packaging, it’s the perfect
choice for self-gifting and treating
someone special.
With a focus on the artistry of beauty
and high-performance skincare
expressed through eye-catching packaging, Shiseido is stronger than ever.
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Having established itself as one of the most famous food products in the world, to mark the 50th anniversary
of its launch, for the first time ever Nutella will be unveiling a new brand and a new range exclusively for the Travel Market.
Nutella World is targeted at travellers of all generations who day by day have learned to love the brand.
In airport outlets all around the world you will be able to find a unique product from an iconic and much loved
international brand, the perfect way to consecrate the fantastic memories and feelings you associate with your travels.

Please visit us at TFWA Cannes, Green Village Stand J35 from 21th to 25th October and discover the whole portfolio

